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Abstract—We present a new approach to analytical performance modeling using Aspen, a domain specific language. Aspen (Abstract Scalable Performance Engineering Notation) fills an important gap in existing performance modeling techniques and is designed to enable rapid exploration of new algorithms and architectures. It includes a formal specification of an application’s performance behavior and an abstract machine model. We provide an overview of Aspen’s features and demonstrate how it can be used to express a performance model for a three dimensional Fast Fourier Transform. We then demonstrate the composability and modularity of Aspen by importing and reusing the FFT model in a molecular dynamics model. We have also created a number of tools that allow scientists to balance application and system factors quickly and accurately.

I. INTRODUCTION

Projections from various reports including the International Exascale Software Project (IESP) [1] and the DARPA Exascale Study [2] indicate that power will be the major constraint for an exascale computer. In order to provide the required orders-of-magnitude increase in energy efficiency, architects are turning toward system designs that include significantly more parallelism (estimated at billion-way concurrency by the IESP), reduced memory capacity and bandwidth, and, in many cases, heterogeneous processing elements.

Meanwhile, application scientists are tasked with developing algorithms that use these undefined architectures, while simultaneously informing the architects about probable algorithmic directions and requirements. This situation is exacerbated by the fact that these new applications will have to, in turn, exploit or contend with architectural characteristics that are projected to be substantially different than existing architectures.

Given the long timescale and relatively high uncertainty in application design and system architecture, scientists are using a broad spectrum of predictive design techniques. However, these techniques, discussed in §II, have technical limitations that can impede their use in these uncertain scenarios. For example, cycle-accurate simulation, one of the most effective techniques for predicting the performance of new architectures, is challenging due to the lack of a detailed specification of the architecture, software stack, and programming model. Even functional simulation becomes difficult, as source code or instruction traces for proposed algorithms may not yet be available. These limitations also apply to other methods that require a detailed specification of the target architecture, including hardware emulation. Aside from simulation, scientists often rely on analytical modeling because it provides a flexible, fast estimate without the need for exact, low-level details. Oftentimes, however, advantages come at the cost of accuracy. Equally frustrating is the fact that the community lacks a common, structured analytical modeling methodology that allows composable models to be created, refined, exchanged, reused, and maintained for complex applications and architectures being designed by large teams.

A. Aspen

In order to address these limitations, we have designed a prototype system for the analytical modeling of Exascale applications and architectures. Aspen (Abstract Scalable Performance Engineering Notation) is a modeling framework that is based on a domain specific language (DSL). Scientists write structured models of their applications and architectures using Aspen’s DSL. Aspen specifies a formal grammar for describing two types of models. The first type describes an application’s behaviors including available parallelism, operation counts, data structures, and control flow. The second type specifies an abstract machine model. These model descriptions are compiled (converted to an intermediate representation in memory), checked for semantic correctness, and, then, queried or simulated for a variety of modeling scenarios of interest to scientists.

Using a domain specific language for Aspen provides several advantages over traditional approaches to analytical modeling. First, Aspen’s DSL constrains models to fit the formal language specification, which enforces similar concepts across models and allows for correctness checks. Second, because models are written in a language, Aspen provides formal rules for modularity such that models are easily composed, reused, and extended. Third, given this structure, Aspen promotes collaboration between application and computer scientists because they can share and refine models using a common set of concepts and tools. Finally, this structured approach allows the model to reflect the composition of applications, in that the Aspen language can express many of the same concepts that are used in software architecture.

However, Aspen is by no means a panacea for analytical modeling, and it does not aim to replace simulators or other methods. While more structured than traditional analytical models, Aspen still makes a number of limiting assumptions which will be illustrated in the following sections.
We anticipate the primary use of Aspen to be a facilitator for coarse-grained exploration of novel algorithms on new architectures. From this vantage point, Aspen will augment traditional simulation approaches until detailed architectural information and application source code is available.

Even though the majority of our discussion focuses on Aspen's language design and use, Aspen's design draws from widely-used analytical performance modeling techniques including the LogP model and its variants [3], [4] as well as the BSP model [5]. While these models traditionally capture computation and communication, Aspen’s semantics also incorporate the factors of data movement and capacity, drawing largely on the characterizations of cache-oblivious algorithms [6]. Aspen’s syntax for computation (or kernels) was heavily influenced by the requirement fitting approach described by Hoefler et al. [7], and its models for communication are based on algorithms used in MPI [8], [9]. In general, Aspen is a superset of these models.

B. Contributions

This paper makes the following contributions: (i) We provide an overview of the Aspen language features and characterize the advantages of a language-based approach over other, less systematic methods. (ii) We describe a suite of analysis tools which consume Aspen as input and generate results that allow users to identify application and architecture tradeoffs. (iii) We describe an analytical performance model for the three dimensional Fast Fourier Transform (3D FFT) and demonstrate the use of Aspen in exploring the relationship between the slab and pencil decompositions, the relative importance of flops, memory operations, and messages, and the effect of the interconnect topology at scale. (iv) We then demonstrate the modularity and composability of Aspen by importing this 3D FFT model into a model for molecular dynamics using the particle mesh Ewald (PME) method.

II. BACKGROUND: PREDICTIVE DESIGN TECHNIQUES

In order to make predictive design decisions, application scientists and architects must rely on a palette of modeling and simulation tools that span a range of metrics that balance accuracy, flexibility, performance, ease, and scalability. As illustrated in Table I, each technique has strengths and weaknesses, and one technique may be more appropriate at a specific time in the design lifecycle than at other times. In Table I, we define these metrics as follows. (a) Speed is the ability for a technique to generate a prediction, once the model, simulator, or system is built and configured. (b) Ease is the ability to create a framework for generating predictions in the given technique. (c) Flexibility is the ability to change the configuration or parameters in order to generate a new prediction. (d) Accuracy is the absolute and relative error of the prediction from the measurement on the same configuration of the final system (if built). Accuracy implies validation and verification. (e) Scalability is the ability of the prediction technique to generate predictions of increasingly larger collections of components.

Given these metrics, we believe that we can generally categorize existing techniques into three basic areas as follows: analytical modeling, simulation and emulation, and empirical evaluation. In this paper, we assume that the final system is the baseline for any prediction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
<th>RANKING OF PREDICTIVE DESIGN TECHNIQUES (WHERE 1 IS BEST).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad-hoc Analytical Models</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured Analytical Models</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspen</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation – Functional</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation – Cycle Accurate</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware Emulation (FPGA)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similar hardware measurement</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node Prototype</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prototype at Scale</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final System</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) Analytical Modeling: With analytical modeling, scientists create high-level abstractions of the application and architecture that can be evaluated easily and quickly. These models are often flexible and scalable, but they can often offer only limited accuracy. Ad hoc analytical models are developed using a variety of techniques, and are often created on-the-fly by scientists, to produce a prediction. These techniques include models created with back-of-the-envelope calculations, Excel spreadsheets, and in languages like Matlab and Python. In contrast, structured analytical models are developed using a predefined method or set of abstractions for generating a prediction. These approaches can be replicated, shared, and reused easily by multiple scientists. Furthermore, these approaches often satisfy properties of correctness that can be checked and verified independent of the specific model being developed.

Typically, these structured models use a reductive approach to hardware—reducing machine complexity to a small number of parameters (e.g. PRAM [10], LogP [3], and its variants [4], and BSP [5]). Machine parameters are then combined with asymptotic bounds on operation counts to predict performance. More broadly, this category also includes techniques like queuing theory and Markov models.

2) Simulation and Emulation: Simulation and emulation are very popular in computer architecture, examples include: SIMICS, GEMS, M5, GEM5, PTLsim, ASIM, SimOS, WWT, RSIM, FAST, SimpleScalar, MAMBO, COTSon, CACTI, Graphite, and SST [11]. The benefits of simulators are their flexibility and their low-level, high fidelity model of the target architecture. The cons of simulators and emulators are their predictive instability, infrastructure cost, and slow running time. Functional Simulation (full-system) usually provides an instruction-level simulation which accurately models executing individual instructions but does not provide timing behaviors that allow for low-level or application-level performance pre-
of performance must future interconnect hardware achieve to reach the exascale [16]? 4) What is the relative importance of floating point computation, memory bandwidth, and interconnect bandwidth? 5) How does this balance, combined with current trends in hardware, impact the design of an exascale machine [17]?

A. 3D FFT Overview

We examine the general case of the \( n \times n \times n \) double complex 3D FFT on \( P \) processors, similar to the test in the NAS parallel benchmarks [21]. However, we do not constrain the model to the decomposition implemented in NAS. In general, there are two popular methods for decomposing the 3D FFT, slab and pencil. In a slab-based decomposition, each processor gets an \( \frac{n}{P} \times n \times n \) subdomain, while in a pencil-based scheme, processors are organized into a 2D topology, and each processor gets an \( \frac{n}{P} \times \frac{n}{Y} \times n \) strip of the domain, as shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Pencil (left) vs. Slab (right) decomposition of a 3D volume. Each processor’s subdomain is shown in a different color.

In both decompositions, the general algorithm is to perform a 1D FFT in each of the \( x, y, \) and \( z \) dimensions. There are three main routines—a local 1D FFT, a transpose, and a global exchange of data—which proceed in rounds. In both decompositions, there are three rounds of local FFTs and transposes, corresponding to each dimension. A global exchange is only required for each of the dimensions across which a domain is split, so the pencil decomposition requires two exchanges while the slab decomposition only requires one. So, in general, while the slab decomposition requires less global communication, it allows for fewer total processors (\( p \leq n \) as opposed to \( p \leq n^2 \)) and uses more memory per processor.

Fortunately, there are known bounds for each of 3D FFT’s subroutines. For any Cooley-Tukey style 1D FFT, the required number of floating point operations is bounded by

\[
O(5n \log_2 n)
\]

and, the number of cache misses has been bounded for any FFT in the I/O complexity literature (on any two-level memory hierarchy which meets the tall cache assumption [6]) as

\[
O((1+\frac{n}{L})(1+\log_Z n))
\]

and for sufficiently large \( n \), the number of cache misses, \( N_m \) becomes

\[
N_m = n \max(\log_Z n, 1)a
\]

where \( L \) is the cache line size in words, \( Z \) is the cache capacity, and \( a \) is a constant which transforms the bound to an
absolute count [6], [17]. The number of words transferred in each iteration of the transpose kernel is also characterized as $O(2n^3)$, as the entire volume must be loaded, then stored. The same holds for the exchange operation, although the factor of two from loading and storing is removed.

Once the appropriate values are chosen for problem and cache sizes (i.e. $n$, $Z$, and $L$), the analytical model is almost capable of determining the arithmetic intensity (and similar ratios such as flops to messages) by dividing the appropriate bounds expressions. The remaining piece of required information is the value for $\alpha$, a constant that arises from the nature of characterizing requirements by asymptotic bounds (e.g. $O()$) [6]. Due to the complexity in modeling the memory hierarchy (e.g. from multi-level cache hierarchies, replacement policies, etc.) this type of constant is frequently measured using performance counters on an existing implementation of the algorithm to calibrate the model. It is a particularly common approach for characterizing memory traffic, even in the case of much simpler kernels, like matrix multiplication [7].

This type of calibration (or incorporating any parameters based on a specific architecture or implementation) tends to result in better accuracy, but introduces a limitation—the loss of generality in empirical results. Indeed, due to the rapid changes in computing hardware, most model predictions can become dated in just a few years. As such, it is desirable to publish some durable, parameterized version of a performance model to be shared and reused by the community.

To illustrate this limitation, consider the bound on the communication in the 3D FFT. A basic model for a fully connected network might predict runtime as

$$T = \alpha + \frac{n^3}{PB_{\text{link}}}$$

where $\alpha$ is link latency and $B_{\text{link}}$ is link bandwidth. But, at large scales, a fully connected network is unlikely. A more realistic estimation of runtime must include the topology of the interconnect. Examples include

$$T = \frac{n^3}{P^2 B_{\text{link}}}$$

for an ideal 3D torus [17], or

$$T = \frac{n^3}{P^3 B_{\text{link}}}$$

for a 3D torus without task-aware process placement [17]. However, even these two bounds are simplifications, coming from a model concerned primarily with large scales where latency is insignificant. It becomes useful, then, to standardize models, such that any limiting assumptions are more explicit.

In other words, an artifact-driven analytical modeling framework, like Aspen, helps to mitigate the rapidly changing hardware landscape. Furthermore, it is possible for this need to arise in relatively simple analyses, as shown in the limiting factor analysis of 3D FFT.

### B. Modeling 3D FFT in Aspen

While a full description of Aspen is beyond the scope of this paper, a formal definition, including an extended Backus-Naur form (EBNF) grammar, is available [22]. This section demonstrates the basic language concepts behind Aspen and shows how it can be used to express and extend the analysis of our motivating example, the 3D FFT.

1) **Parameters and Data Objects:** In order to model a 3D FFT, there are several requirements for Aspen. First, it must have the ability to describe basic quantities like $n$ and $\alpha$. This corresponds to an Aspen parameter, a named expression that can be a constant or derived value from other Aspen parameters. The parameters for 3D FFT are shown in Listing 1:

```
1 // Dimension of cubic 3D Volume
2 param n = 8192
3 param a = 6.3
4 param wordSize = 16 // Double Complex Words
5 param dataPerProc = (n^3 * wordSize) / P
6 data fftVolume [n^3 * wordSize]
```

Listing 1. Aspen statements for 3D FFT parameters

These include the symbols from the basic theoretical bounds like $n$ and $\alpha$ (recently measured as approximately 6.3 [17], as well as two derived parameters, wordSize for converting from words to bytes and dataPerProc, a legible shorthand for the size of the data on each processor. Also shown in Listing 1 is the declaration of the fftVolume as a simple Aspen data object with an expression for its size [22].

2) **Kernels:** Aspen must also have some representation for a subroutine or basic grouping of work, which corresponds to the logical separation among the 1D FFT, transpose, and exchange. Kernels are Aspen’s fundamental abstraction for a computation. They contain information about parallelism, operation counts, memory accesses, I/O, and communication. This information is contained in a set of clauses, which are statements written using expressions based on the application parameters. In most cases, the expressions used in clauses are very similar to traditional asymptoptic bounds ($O()$ expressions, although constants are important for accuracy) or the requirement expressions described by Hoefler et al [7].

Each kernel must have a single parallelism clause, which describes the number of independent pieces of work. Each subsequent requirement clause details the amount of work contained per element of parallelism. The kernel description of the $n^2$ independent, local 1D FFTs is shown in Listing 2:

```
1 kernel localFFT {
2   exposes parallelism [n^2]
3   requires flops [5 * n * log2(n)] as dp, simd
4   requires loads [a * (n*wordSize) * max(1, log(n/wordSize)) / log(Z)) from fftVolume
5 }
```

Listing 2. Aspen statements for the local 1D FFTs

1All Aspen models used in this paper as well as a more in-depth description of the implementation details of the Aspen tools are available in the Aspen Technical Report [22].
The bounds on floating point operations and memory accesses (in this case not differentiated between loads and stores for simplicity) in Equations 1 and 2 directly translate to Aspen requirement clauses. Machine dependent parameters such as \( Z \) and \( L \) can be given a default value in an application model (but are overriden when a machine model is part of a combined analysis). Note that the flops are specialized with two traits.

In Aspen, traits allow modelers to annotate kernel clauses (and data objects [22]) with rich semantic and performance information by appending a suffix to certain types of model elements. In this case, traits were used to characterize requirement clauses by annotating the flops requirement with \( \text{as dp, simd and a memory access requirement with from fftVolume} \). These additions drastically increase the specificity of the requirement by indicating the flops are double precision and can exploit SIMD FPUs. In the context of the application model itself, these largely serve as labels (and allow querying, for instance, what percentage of an applications flops are SIMD?). However, when a machine model is introduced, their role becomes more important in performance prediction.

After the local 1D FFTs, data must be rearranged in memory before being exchanged with other nodes. During this second kernel, the local transpose, each processor’s data is essentially streamed through memory, leading to a simple kernel shown in Listing 3.

Following the transpose, data is exchanged among processors in an all-to-all communication. This corresponds to an Aspen kernel with a requirement specifying the message volume customized with the allToAll trait. Aspen contains traits for all major MPI collective operations and a collection of typical interconnect topologies [22].

```plaintext
1 2 3 4 5
\text{kernel transpose} { \\
2 \text{exposes parallelism [P]} \\
3 \text{requires loads [dataPerProc] from fftVolume} \\
4 \text{requires stores [dataPerProc] to fftVolume} \\
5 }
6 \text{kernel exchange} { \\
7 \text{exposes parallelism [P]} \\
8 \text{requires messages (n'3 * wordSize) / P as allToAll} \\
9 }
```

Listing 3. Aspen statements for the transpose and exchange kernels

### Table II Example Control Flows

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figure</th>
<th>Aspen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2a</td>
<td>A –&gt; B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b</td>
<td>\text{iterate} [2] {A}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2c</td>
<td>{A, B, C}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2d</td>
<td>\text{map} [3] {A}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3) Control Flow: Finally, the difference in control flow between the slab and pencil decomposition needs to be captured. This is done with the last major Aspen application construct, the control flow block. This control flow block implements an augmented bulk synchronous parallel (BSP) approach to specifying task parallelism (as opposed to the data parallelism of the kernel requirement clauses). Similar to BSP [5], control flow is specified as a sequence of steps, with implicit synchronization between each step. In the simplest case, a step is a single kernel. In order to express more complex control flows, however, a step can be composed of any of the following (examples are shown in Table II and Fig. 2):

(a) **Dependency** When a sequential dependency exists between two control flow atoms, a right arrow (\( a \to b \)), indicates that \( b \) depends on \( a \). (b) **Iterate Block** When an atom is repeated with sequential dependence (as in timestep iteration), an expression is allowed which specifies the number of times the atom is repeated. This syntax is equivalent to a repetition of the dependency rule. (c) **Superstep** When one or more atoms can be executed in parallel (as in a BSP superstep), a comma delimited list of atoms is enclosed in braces. (d) **Map Block** A map block is similar to the iterate block, except there is no sequential dependence. This, in effect, just produces a number of copies of an atom to execute in parallel. It is named after the similar concept from functional programming. (e) **Control Flow** Control flow blocks are modular and may contain references to other named control flows, shown in Figure 2 as a complex combination of steps.

The control flows for the pencil and slab decomposition are shown in Listing 4:

```plaintext
1 \text{control slab} { \\
2 \text{localFFT} \to \text{transpose} // \text{in X} \\
3 \text{localFFT} \to \text{transpose} // \text{in Y} \\
4 \text{exchange} \\
5 \text{localFFT} \to \text{transpose} // \text{in Z} \\
6 }
7 \text{control pencil} { \\
8 \text{localFFT} \to \text{transpose} // \text{in X} \\
9 \text{exchange} \\
10 \text{localFFT} \to \text{transpose} // \text{in Y} \\
11 \text{exchange} \\
12 \text{localFFT} \to \text{transpose} // \text{in Z} \\
13 }
```

Listing 4. Aspen statements for 3D FFT control flow

4) Example Application Model Analysis: With the 3D FFT application model complete, we return to the question—what is the arithmetic intensity of FFT and how does it change as parameters are varied? It should be noted that any kernel or
application described in Aspen contains sufficient information to calculate these types of ratios. An analytical expression for the ratio can be derived by combining the requirement clauses of the same resource (e.g. flops, loads, messages) and adjusting by the appropriate factors from the control flow block.

From an inspection of the requirement clauses, we see that the important parameters for the arithmetic intensity of the localFFT kernel are problem size $n$, the constant, $a$, and cache capacity, $z$. The resulting surfaces are shown in Figure 3, showing the rapid increase in intensity as problem size and cache capacity increase.

While these examples are the most interesting for 3D FFT, the application model facilitates a wide variety of analyses. For applications with more diverse data objects, for instance, the model is capable of analyzing total size, traits (and hence, frequency of access or access pattern), or size of data structures over time (through kernel temporary allocations or resize operations) [22].

C. Abstract Machine Model

While many analyses can be performed using only the application model, most performance models tend to target a particular architecture. As mentioned in Section III, Aspen aims to improve the generality of analytical models by keeping the machine model distinct from the application. This abstract machine model (AMM) is the second major component of Aspen.

For a given architecture, the machine model will describe how to map the resources (like flops or messages) that are required by an application to time. Similar to the application model, the machine model is composed of a hierarchy of concepts, shown in Figure 4. The next sections walk through construction of a machine model for the NSF Keeneland machine [23], a heterogeneous cluster containing Intel Westmere CPUs and NVIDIA Tesla M2090 GPUs, with a Mellanox QDR infiniband interconnection network.

![Fig. 4. The Aspen Abstract Machine Model (AMM) Concept Hierarchy](image)

a) Parameters: Similar to the application model, a machine model can have parameters. These parameters can be constants or expressions derived from other parameters. For instance, consider GDDR5 memory (the type present in the M2090 GPU). The physical properties of this memory include clock rate, bus width, and whether or not ECC is enabled. A corresponding set of parameters showing how a high-level metric (bandwidth) is derived from basic physical properties is:

```c
// Parameters for GDDR5
param gddr5Clock = 3700 * mega // effective
param gddr5Width = 48
param eccPenalty = 0.75
param gddr5BW = gddr5Clock* gddr5Width*eccPenalty
```

Listing 5. Aspen Parameters for GDDR5 Memory

Similar compositions can be built for floating point computation, including core clock rate, SIMD width, and presence of the fused multiply-add instruction. Note that all models contain the relevant powers of ten (mega, giga, tera, etc.) “built-in” for increased readability.

b) Machine and Interconnect: Machine is the top-level concept for the Aspen AMM, which represents a single computing system. A machine is defined as a collection of nodes, the type and topology of the interconnection network, and the number of connections to that network at each node (normally one or two, e.g. single-rail or dual-rail infiniband). An example for Keeneland is shown in Listing 6.

```c
machine Keeneland {
    [numNodes] sl390 nodes
    connected with [numRails] of infiniband as fatTree
}
```

Listing 6. Aspen AMM Statement for Keeneland machine block

where numNodes and numRails are defined as parameters (120 and 1 in the case of Keeneland), and sl390 and infiniband reference an Aspen node model and interconnect model, respectively. The Infiniband model is shown in Listing 7.

```c
// 8 bits per byte, 8/10 encoding
param qdrDataRate = ((10 * giga) / 8 ) * 0.8
param ibWidth = 4
param ibLatency = 1.0 * micro
param ibBW = qdrDataRate * ibWidth
interconnect infiniband {
    latency [ibLatency]
    bandwidth [ibBW]
}
```

Listing 7. Aspen AMM Statements for Infiniband Interconnect

c) Node and Node Components: The remaining AMM concepts describe the components of a single compute node. Each node must have one or more sockets, with each socket containing at least one core, at least one type of memory (RAM or cache), and one link. Link, in this case, refers to intra-node communication (i.e. among sockets) rather than inter-node communication, which is described by the interconnect model. For Keeneland, the node topology is the Hewlett-Packard SL390, which has two CPUs and three GPUs per node. The corresponding Aspen code is given in Listing 8 where westmere and fermi refer to socket models.

A complete list of the node-level components is given below:

- **Socket**: A socket roughly represents a single processor, which may contain multiple cores, memories, and/or
caches. An example for the Intel Westmere CPU is given in Listing 9.

- **Core**: The concept for a single processing element, including its floating point computation ability and how that changes based on traits representing double precision and the presence of a fused multiply-add instruction.
- **Memory**: A model for RAM including capacity, latency, and bandwidth for multiple access patterns [22].
- **Cache**: The concept for private or shared (fast) memory attached to one or more cores. The complete set of concepts describing a Westmere socket is shown in Listing 9.
- **Link**: The link between sockets on a node, i.e. Quick Path Interconnect (QPI), HyperTransport, or PCIe (in the case of discrete GPUs).

### Limiting Assumptions

In an effort to maintain generality, the Aspen AMM currently makes some assumptions. It assumes a completely connected intra-node topology (i.e. each socket can directly communicate with every other socket on the node) that operates at the minimum link bandwidth of the pair of communicating sockets. For example, in the Keeneland model, when a Westmere and Fermi socket communicate, it occurs at eight gigabytes per second, the bandwidth of PCIe (instead of the faster QPI link). The second assumption involves resource contention, which is generally assumed to be linear. For example, if both Westmere sockets are involved in global communication, each is assumed to get fifty percent of the interconnect bandwidth. While it is known that both these assumptions represent strongly idealized behavior, NUMA and contention effects have proven difficult to accurately model in any analytical framework. Similarly, the memory hierarchy is modeled at only two levels—last level cache and physical memory. Again, this stems from striving for generality, as the detailed modeling of caches (including hierarchies, coherency protocols, prefetchers, etc.) has traditionally been prohibitively difficult for analytical models and is better studied with simulators. Future versions of Aspen may remove these limitations via additional language features.

### Limiting Assumptions

#### 1) Example AMM Analysis

For any machine model, one can evaluate the upper bound on performance using the roofline model [24]. Given the arithmetic intensity of a kernel, the roofline model defines an upper limit on kernel performance, $P_k$, with the equation, $P_k = \min\{P_f, BA_i\}$ where $P_f$ is the peak hardware floating point performance, $B$ is peak bandwidth, and $A_i$ is the arithmetic intensity (i.e. flop-to-byte ratio). For instance, the roofline models for each of Keeneland’s processing elements, a dual-socket Intel Xeon X5660 CPU and an NVIDIA Tesla M2090 GPU are shown in Figure 5. Details for these processors are listed in Table III. Note that the M2090’s register file is larger in capacity than the L2 cache and is therefore treated as the last level cache. While Figure 5 focuses on achievable flops, a similar construction could be made based on any resource (e.g. achievable bandwidth based on byte-to-flop ratios).

---

1. `node sl390 {`
2. `  [2] westmere sockets`
3. `  [3] fermi sockets`
4. `socket westmere {
5. `  [wmNumCores] westmere cores`
6. `    [1] banks of ddr3 memory`
7. `    [1] banks of shared wmCache cache`
8. `  linked with qpi`
9. `

Listing 8. Aspen AMM Statements for an HP SL390 Node and Westmere Socket

```
1 // DDR3 Parameters
2 param ddr3Cap = 12 * giga
3 param ddr3MemClock = 1066 * mega
4 param ddr3Channels = 3
5 param ddr3BW = ddr3MemClock * ddr3Channels * 8
6 param ddr3Lat = 10 * nano
7 // Westmere Details
8 core westmere {
9   westmere {
10      with sp(flops), dp(flops / 2), simd(flops * wmSIMD), fmad(flops)
11      memory ddr3 {
12        capacity [ddr3Cap]
13        latency [ddr3Lat]
14        bandwidth [ddr3BW]
15      }
16      cache wmCache {
17        capacity [wmCacheCap]
18        latency [wmCacheLat]
19        bandwidth [wmCacheBW]
20    }
```

Listing 9. Aspen AMM Statements for DDR3 and Westmere Details
Fig. 5. Two Aspen-generated roofline charts showing the maximum achievable performance for a given type of floating point operation and arithmetic intensity for (a) Intel Xeon X5660 and (b) Tesla M2090 GPU. Note that M2090 SM width (32) is modeled as SIMD width in the style of Dongarra et al. [25], emphasizing the penalty for warp serialization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hardware Parameters</th>
<th>Xeon X5660</th>
<th>Tesla M2090</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Cores</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16 (512)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak GFLOPS SP/DP</td>
<td>268/134</td>
<td>1331/665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Clock (Mhz)</td>
<td>1066</td>
<td>3700 (GDDR5 eff)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Bandwidth (GB/s)</td>
<td>51.2</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL Cache Size (MB)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**D. Combined Analyses**

We now return to the analysis of 3D FFT, and provide some example results from Aspen using a combination of application and machine models.

In order to further characterize the relative importance of flops and memory traffic, we examine the predicted runtime for the `localFFT` kernel (by clause) on both types of processing elements in Keeneland. For reference, we also include the measured runtime using Intel MKL 12.1.2 for the CPU and CUFFT 4.1 for the GPU to provide insight into the tightness of the analytical bounds. Results are shown in Figure 6. Two observations are worth noting, including the high degree of observed overlap on both platforms and the comparable rate of increase (as \( n \) increases) in predicted cost for both clauses. These results indicate that any extrapolations to large scale should incorporate the requirements for both flops and memory operations.

Next, we characterize the runtime of the `exchange` kernel in a strong scaling scenario. Figure 7 shows the decrease in expected runtime as the number of processors increases (ranging from one thousand to one hundred thousand processors) for a fixed problem size of \( n = 2^{16} \) for a Keeneland-like machine with varying interconnect topology. The model prediction indicates an order of magnitude difference in required exchange time for a hypercube and 3D torus or 3D mesh, demonstrating agreement with the projections from Gahvari and Gropp [16] and Czechowski et al [17].

Recall from the model overview that the slab decomposition requires one less iteration of the `exchange` kernel, but cannot scale to beyond \( p = n \) processors. The results from comparing the slab and pencil control flows on a machine with a variable number of Westmere processors are shown in Figure 8. For smaller processor counts, the slab-based decomposition will perform substantially faster due to reduced communication, which strongly dominates the time for computation. But, if more processors are available than the edge length of the volume, the increased parallelism in the pencil decomposition overcomes the overhead of an additional exchange.

**IV. COMPOSABILITY**

An additional benefit of a standardized, language-based approach to performance modeling is composability. Aspen application models support composability via an `import` statement [22]. In this section, we consider how the 3D FFT model might be imported into a model for molecular dynamics to describe the Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) method, a common approach for approximating long-range forces.
A. MD Overview

The Aspen molecular dynamics model in this section is based on extending MiniMD [26] with long-range forces. It considers the general case of classical molecular dynamics, in which the equations of motion are integrated over time for a collection of interacting atoms spread uniformly in three dimensional space. The model uses a traditional spatial decomposition—the box, the region of space, is divided into cells, cubic regions with edge length equal to the cutoff distance plus some small factor, \(\epsilon\). For short-range forces, the magnitude of the force is inversely proportional to the distance between the two atoms, such that the contribution from distant atoms is negligible. Hence, short-range interactions can be ignored for atoms that are not in neighboring cells.

Our model uses the Lennard-Jones pairwise potential for short-range forces and the PME method for long-range forces. For a detailed description of the PME method, we refer the reader to the description from Darden et al. [27]. At a high level, the PME method involves assigning charge information from the atoms to a fixed mesh. Then, a 3D FFT is performed on the mesh to obtain a convolution in Fourier space. Next, an inverse 3D FFT brings the problem back to real space. Finally, the forces are calculated based on an interpolation from the mesh back to the atoms. This computation of long-range forces is often the bottleneck for molecular dynamics simulations due to high communication costs. Fortunately, the compute-bound short-range forces can be determined in parallel with the communication-bound long-range forces. This allows for a substantial degree of overlap, with the bottleneck varying based on the number of atoms and the resolution of the charge mesh. This parallelism can be represented in Aspen with the notation shown in Listing 10, which shows how the force computation fits into timestep integration.

Listing 10. Aspen AMM Statements for MD Control Flow

```
// Import 3DFFT model, using charge mesh as the fft volume
import 3DFFT from "3D_FFT.aspen" with n = meshDim, fftVolume = chargeMesh
control main {
  iterate [nTimeSteps] {
    integrate(position, velocity)  
    integrate(velocity, accel)    
    exchange                      
    buildNList                   
    assignCharge                 
    ( iterate[2]{3DFFT.pencil}, ljForce )
    interpolate                  
    integrate(position, velocity)  
  }
```

A natural performance question arises from this parallelism—given a fixed box and charge mesh, how many atoms can be simulated before the force calculation phase becomes compute bound? To characterize this with Aspen, the number of flops in the \(ljForce\) kernel, shown in Listing 11, and the 3DFFT (3 rounds of 3DFFT.localFFT kernel), is compared to the total message volume from two rounds of the 3DFFT.exchange kernel. The resulting ratio is shown in Figure 9 for two fixed-size charge meshes (64\(^3\) and 128\(^3\)) as the total number of atoms varies. At smaller atom counts, the ratio is dominated by the contribution of the FFT until the flops from the force kernel begin to increase dramatically (at around 100k atoms in the case of the 64\(^3\) mesh). This is consistent with our expectation, since the number of flops in the FFT does not vary with the atom count.
Listing 11. Aspen AMM Statements for MD LJ Force Kernel

```c
kernel ljForce {
  exposes parallelism [nCellsX * nCellsY * nCellsZ]
  // Get the atoms’ position
  requires loads [3 * atomsPerCell * wordSize]
  from position
  // Load neighbor IDs
  requires loads [avgNeighbors * wordSize] from neighborList
  // Load neighbors’ positions
  requires loads [avgNeighbors * 3 * wordSize]
  from position
  // Distance calculation (11) + force calculation (21)
  requires flops [atomsPerCell * avgNeighbors * (11 + 21)] as simd, dp
  // Store forces
  requires stores [atomsPerCell * 3 * wordSize]
  to forces
  requires stores [atomsPerCell * wordSize]
  to energy
}
```

Fig. 9. Flop-to-message ratio for the parallel force computation. Contributions to flops come from the ljForce and 3DFFT.localFFT kernels, while message volume is from the 3DFFT.exchange kernel. Results are shown for two fixed-size charge meshes (64³ and 128³) on 32³ cells with uniform atom distribution. For low atom counts, the ratio is dominated by the intensity of the 3D FFT (which is independent of atom count) until the contribution of the ljForce kernel dominates the ratio (at about 100k atoms for the 64³ mesh).

While characterizing this ratio is important, we primarily use it to demonstrate the expressiveness of Aspen and emphasize the value of composability for performance models. Aspen facilitates this type of high-level, application-specific question and offers a significant productivity advantage compared to alternative methods (repurposing ad-hoc models, large number of simulation runs for parameter sweeps, etc.).

V. CONCLUSIONS

Using the three dimensional Fast Fourier Transform and a molecular dynamics application as examples, we have illustrated the advantages of using a composable, language-based approach to performance modeling. We have presented an overview of Aspen, a language designed to facilitate this type of analysis by providing increased detail and expressiveness compared to traditional analytical models while obviating the requirements for source code or an exact machine specification.

We have also demonstrated the use of a set of standard analysis tools built on Aspen including determining arithmetic intensity, predicting runtime, generating roofline charts, and evaluating performance as application-specific parameters vary. These tools have the potential to reduce the duplication of effort involved in ad hoc modeling approaches and force any limiting assumptions to be made more explicit.

In addition, we extended two recent performance models for 3D FFT [16], [17]. Our findings using Aspen agree with Gropp and Gahvari’s observations on interconnect topology while adding valuable insight into the memory costs of the local FFTs and transpose operations. We also provide a characterization of the differences in the slab and pencil decompositions, exploring the tradeoff between communication costs and parallelism.

Finally, we showed how Aspen allows model composition, incorporating the 3D FFT model for use in the particle mesh Ewald (PME) method for calculating long-range forces in molecular dynamics simulations.
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